Abstract-Parking is costly and limited in almost every major city in the world. The misparking aggravates the competition of parking slots. Innovative parking systems for meeting near-term parking demand are needed. A probabilistic approach is addressed to model the misparking of the current parking system. To provide an intelligent parking services and to eliminate the misparking, a wireless-based parking service is proposed. The proposed system adopts the wireless network and sensor technologies to provide an intelligent and automatic parking service. The implementation and a probabilistic analysis of the new parking service are presented as well.
I. INTRODUCTION
Parking is limited in almost every major city in the world contributing to traffic congestion, air pollution, and driver frustration. For example, the Manhattan Central Business District (CBD) has 109,222 off-street public parking spots [1] , for a ratio of approximately one off-street public spot for every 16 CBD workers. Yet, often parking spots are wasted. In large parking lots, a driver may exit the lot without knowing about new spots that have just become vacant. Finding an empty parking spot may also lead to driver frustration if another car takes the spot before the driver can reach it.
Current parking system often allows drivers to freely park instead of assigning a specified parking slot to each vehicle. Therefore, parking site cannot collect accurate parking vacant slots. Drivers cannot reserve a specified slot. The orderless competition of parking slots results parking slot waste, long slot searching time, and frustrated user experience. A nature solution will number each slot and assign them to drivers. But a driver assigned with a parking slot a can park at slot b for his own convenience or purpose. Therefore, misparking will happen. Misparking can affect other driver's parking behavior.
Thus, innovative parking systems for meeting near-term parking demand are needed. With new technologies (for example, wireless communications, computer, control, and electronics technologies), intelligent service-oriented parking services can improve parking space utilization and improve driver experience. Our motivation therefore is to provide a novel and intelligent parking service. The contributions of this paper are 1) a probability model which analyzes the misparking in conventional parking service, 2) a wirelessbased parking service.
This work is supported in part by U.S.A NSF (CNS 0721586) 978-1-4244-3541-8/09/$25.00 ©2009 IEEE II. RELATED WORK Cassady et al. address strategies for selecting a "good" parking space. [2] . A "good" parking space is defined in three aspects: the walking time of a driver, the driving time, and the time to reach the front door. A probabilistic approach is used to evaluate the three "good" performance metrics. This method used in this paper does not help to reduce slot searching time and the slot utilization on macrolevel. Beside, Cassady assumes the drivers' knowledge of space availability. This assumption is strong in conventional parking system. In our proposal, a probabilistic approach is used to evaluate the misparking behavior. Then we proposed a new parking system that can eliminates the misparking.
Caliskan et al. [3] proposes a parking system in which parking automats are the producers of resource reports. The infrastructure uses IEEE 802.11 to broadcast these reports as raw text packets. Received reports are integrated into a vehicle's cache. These reports are aggregated and disseminated among vehicles. The decision strategy of which parking lot is used is based on two influencing parameters: the age of a resource and the distance to a resource. But the detail of detect vehicles is not stated. In literature, several approaches are employed to detect reliable information. First wired sensors are widely used [4] : 1) inductive loops, 2) pneumatic road tubes, 3) magnetic sensors, 4) piezoelectric sensors, 5) weigh-in-motion systems. Wolff et al. [5] use the Earth's magnetic field to detect parking spaces. These devices or sensors are physically wired to the control computers. One shortcoming of the wired sensor systems is that long and complicated wiring is required from parking lots to the central control unit. Therefore some wireless sensors can be applied to the parking space detection. Tang et al. [6] developed such a system using Crossbow Mote products and the extended Crossbow XMesh network architecture. Benson et al. propose RF transceiver and antenna with an ATMega 128L micro-controller system [7] . Third, image processing is applied to detect the vehicles [8] , [9] . Funck et al. uses images to detect the parking space [10] . However these methods may incorrectly detect parking vehicles. One example is that a vehicle temporally uses one slot to park in another slot, or that a vehicle just happens to be in the intersection of these sensors. Panayappan et al. [11] propose a parking system in VANET to locate the available parking lots and spots. This system uses roadside units to (1) relay parking messages and GPS to locate vehicle position. Roadside units maintain the security certificates and parking information. The greedy drivers are prevented from gaining more advantage from the system by lying . But it is not always working. For example, a roadside attacker pretending to be a vehicle can reserve as many slots as he wishes. In our system, all the communications are triggered by physical pressure on belts and are enabled by short range signals.
III . NUMBERED PARKING SERVICE

A. First Solution
Although Renyi's parking problem [12] state a random parking service, current parking lot is often slotted and each vehicle can park only on one slot. Figure 1 shows a structure of a parking site which includes several lots. Each slot is assigned to one vehicle. Drivers can park at any slots . But this strategy will cause several problems. First, parking spots are wasted. In large parking lots, a driver may exit the lot without knowing about new spots that have just become vacant. Second, finding an empty parking spot may also lead to driver frustration if another car takes the spot before the driver can reach it.
Therefore, reservation a numbered slot is our first solution. We assume each vehicle can park at an assigned slot which is reserved before the driver's arrival. Although rare, there usually are some drivers who will take a wrong slot (mispark) under certain circumstance. The misparking of one driver will cause other drivers' misparking behavior. We model the misparking through a probabilistic approach in the next section. 
B. Probability Analysis
Since misparking is often a small probability event , we present a probabilistic approach to analyze the effect caused by one misparking. We assume that each driver is assigned a parking slot. There is a parking lot of capacity n where one of the customers misparks. Of interest is the probability that the last driver finds his assigned parking spot available. Let the n, (n 2: 2), drivers be PI ,P]., ... ,P n. Let Bi, (1 2: k 2: n -1), be the event that Pk is the first passenger who takes a wrong slot. We assume that Pr [Bk] = n~1 independent of k. Let A be the event that the last passenger finds her assigned slot available. By the Law of Total Probability
To find the probability of Pr[A], we will start a simpler problem which is stated in the lemma 1.
Lemma 1: n, (n 2: 2), drivers park at a parking lot with capacity of n. Each driver is assigned a parking slot. The first driver takes the wrong slot. Subsequent drivers take their assigned slot if available, otherwise take an available slot at random. The probability that the last driver finds the assigned slot available is Notice that qn = 0 and, more generally, for 2 2: k 2: n -1,
. qk+l· n easy In uctive argumen confirms that for 2 2: k 2: n, qk = n~k~I' as shown in lemma 3.
It follows that
he pr~babili~that the last driver finds her assigned slot available IS 1 -n~l.
• Lemma 2: qn = 0 and, more generally, for 2 2: k 2: n -1,
The proof is by induction on k. Basis step, k = 2, qz =~=i because there are only n -2 possible correct slots can be taken by the last driver from the rest of n -1 untaken slots .
Inductive step, assume that 2 2: k 2: n, qk = n~k~I ' For
IV. WIRELESS-BASED PARKING SERVICE
A. Infrastructure and Vehicular Model The number of paoong slots n
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To provide an intelligent parking service and reduce or eliminate the misparking, we incorporate wireless and sensor technology to create a new parking service. The basic idea is the following. We assign each vehicle a parking card which is a parking permission to a specified slot. Sensors enlisted on the parking slot can detect the parking card to validate the misparking. If the vehicle is misparked, a report will be reported to maintenance people and the vehicle will be tolled away immediately by maintenance people. Sensors which form a belt on each parking slot are connected with a wireless transceiver which can communicate with the access point of parking service server. Therefore the server can figure out the empty slots and empty capacity of the parking site. The parking capacity information can be published to vehicles nearby through wireless networks. Vehicles can book a parking slot before they arrive at the parking lot. When a vehicle arrives and checks in at the parking booth, the vehicle will be assigned a parking card. The card records the transaction information, parking slot reservation, and a unique id.
The infrastructure includes a parking service server, n parking slots, n infrared scanners and notice lights, n sensor belts. As shown in figure 3 , each slot embeds a sensor belt and an infrared pole. Pressure sensors are embedded inside the sensor belt. An infrared pole has a scanner which can scan the parking card inside the vehicle. If the scanner did not detect the parking card, a alarming light/voice can remind user to place the parking card at proper place inside the vehicle.
From the first principle of induction, we show that for 2k~n
, qk = n~k~1 .
• Lemma 3: n, (n~2), drivers park at a parking lot with capacity of n. Each driver is assigned a parking slot. The kth driver takes the wrong slot. Subsequent drivers take their assigned slots if the slots are available, otherwise take an available slot at random. The probability that the last driver finds the assigned slot available is I . In term of our parking lot problem, as long as the parking lot is large, one misparked user has virtually no effect. We plot the two probability formulas in figure 2. We notice that there is a gap between curves. The is because Pr[A]2 of the lemma 3 is an instance of problem n(n -k) which is k-slots less than the Proof" Now assume that Bi.k > I, holds; this implies that the previous drivers PI,P2, ...,Pk-I took their assigned slots. We are faced with an instance of problem n(n-k). We can map the (n-k+ l)-th slot as the first slots in the problem n(n-k). Therefore, we can get this lemma by substituting n in lemma 1 with (n -k).
1-2(n~1)
• 2) Slot to Server: Drivers usually want to reserve a parking slot before they arrive at the parking lot. They even can book a parking slot while they are heading to the parking lot. To provide parking reservation service , we need to collect the empty slots. By using wireless network , each infrared pole can report to server that its slot is taken or not. The server will update its parking table and figure out the empty parking slots.
3) Server to Booth: When vehicles check in, parking lot booth will assign vehicles a parking slot. If a vehicle reserves slot before arriving, the vehicle will be assigned with the reserved slot. If a vehicle does not reserve slot before arriving , the vehicle will be assigned with a random empty slot. Therefore, the booth needs the synchronized parking capacity from the server. The communication between the server and the booth is base on wireless network.
4) Server to Vehicle:
To inform vehicles near the parking lot, the server will broadcast parking capacity through wireless network or wireless radio . Vehicles can reserve parking slot through their terminal devices . 
= (1-e-AT) ke-AT
Thus, the expected number of vehicles that come before we
The parking maintenance work includes the routine check on electronics, clearance of misparking vehicles, etc. To ensure the function of the system, we have to maintain the system. If the parking lot is at a busy place, vehicles are coming and going all the time, we do not want to close the system to do maintenance work on a fixed time table. We can model the parking service and find a proper time to maintain the system . Suppose the vehicles' arrival rate to the parking site is A.
Before maintaining the parking lot, we wait until we find no vehicles will come in next T time units. Of interest is the expected time we have to wait before the maintenance work can start.
Assume we start to count vehicles at time 0 and let Xl,X2,..' the vehicle inter-arrival times. Let, further, W be the random variable that counts the vehicles that will come before we can start the maintenance work. We model this problem as geometric distribution of Bernoulli trials : find the first T which is larger than vehicle inter-arrival time. We write 
If the scanner does not read the parking card, an alarming light and voice will tum on to indicate user to place the parking card in correct place where the scanner can read. If the parking card is read but parking information is wrong, the alarming light and voice will inform user the misparking. If the user ignores the alarming information, a message will be report to maintenance people and the vehicle of the user will be tolled away by maintenance people. In this way, we prevent misparking in our system.
1) Slot to Vehicle:
The communication between slot and vehicles is shown in figure 4 . When a vehicle's wheels press on the sensor belt, the sensor belt will be activated and send signal to the infrared pole. The pole will tum on the infrared scanner to detect the parking card. After the authentication, the infrared pole will read the parking information : a temporal card ill, the reserved slot, a reservation timestamp, and transaction information. The temporal card ID is random unique number of the card. The reserved slot and reservation timestamp are used for the reservation of parking slot because the reservations from different places and users may collide . The transaction information indicates the fee, discount, payment, etc.
B. Wireless Communications
can start maintenance is
Finally, the expected time that we have to wait until we can start maintenance work is
Therefore, the expected time we have to wait before the maintenance work can start is (2).
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
In the simulation, we compare two scenarios. In scenario one, drivers randomly select a parking spot. The parking spot is based on first-come-first-serve. The process that drivers arrive at or exit to the parking lot is a Poisson Process. If they move around the parking area and can not find a parking spot, they tum around. If they turn around 3 times, they exit. In scenario two, drivers reserve a parking spot. The process that drivers arrive at or exit to the parking lot is the same Poisson Process. We assume 1% of drivers will disobey the reservation and take somebody else's parking spot for their own convenience. The remaining 99% of drivers obey the reservation. We compare the parking utilization and average waiting time for drivers. The parking capacity is 1000 parking spots. The average arrival rate is 0.5 vehicle/min [13] . The simulation parameters and values are listed in Table  I . We compared the conventional parking system with the proposed parking system. We varied the number of slots from 100 to 1000 in three comparisons: slot searching time, lot utilization, and average number of the misparked vehicles. Of interest first is the parking searching time because it is frustrated that we spend a lot of time in searching a parking slot in real life. We start to count the time spending in searching slot until a slot is found. As shown in figure  5(a) , the proposed system spends much less time than the conventional system this is because the proposed system assigns each vehicle a slot when vehicle checks in. Vehicles directly head to the slot. We also investigated the parking utilization. After parking system become stable (the number of vacant slots stays in a stable status), we count the number of vacant slots. We get the slot utilization by calculating the percentage of vacant slots. As shown in figure 5(b) , the conventional system has lower slot utilization than the proposed system. There are some vacant slots but vehicles do not find. In the proposed system, the service server knows the vacant slots which can be assigned to next coming vehicles. Moreover, we compared the average misparked vehicles. We collected the mispark vehicles every 30 minutes. The comparison result is shown in figure 5(c) . As expected, the proposed system almost reduces the number of misparked vehicles to zero. But the conventional system obtains more misparked vehicles while the number of slots increases.
We examined our analysis of maintenance time as well. Three metrics are examined. They are the expected waiting time, the expected waiting number of vehicles, and the probability of finding the first maintenance time. We varied the maintenance time T from 1 to 3 hours. We collected the average waiting number of vehicles, the average waiting time, and the k-th vehicle after which we found the maintenance time. The result is shown in figure 6 (a), 6(b), and 6(c). The relationship among the three figures matches with the probability analysis shown in section IV-C.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper has proposed a wireless-base parking system based on the probability analysis of the conventional parking system. By using the wireless network and sensors, the proposed parking system can provide intelligent parking services to drivers. Simulations are comparisons between the conventional parking system and the proposed parking system. Simulation results prove that the proposed system spends much less time and has higher slot utilization than the conventional system. The simulations also confirm the probability analysis. The future work includes the following:
• relax assumptions (in particular, the fixed arrival rate)
• security and privacy issues • other performance measures • extensive simulations • parking configuration. Detailed study into these and other areas should be pursed to gain additional insight into parking management. This ultimately can provide intelligent parking services. (c) The probability that find the first maintenance time. 
